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● The “Graeber Paradox” 



● States vs. Markets: A Very Convenient 
Dichotomy 
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● A “False” Dichotomy? 

➣ The State vs. Market dichotomy prevents 
scholars from studying their similarities. 

➣ A Smithian free-market vision: Trade is a 
natural need for humans and market / barter is 
the natural way to do so. 

➣ The “myth of barter”: “this story played a 
crucial role […] in the very idea that there was 
something called “the economy,” which 
operated by its own rules, separate from moral 
or political life”. (Graeber 2011, chap. 2) 

➣ The market is natural / The State is artificial 



● An Alternative Story (Graber 2011) 



● An Alternative Story (Graber 2011) 

➣ The market is the consequence of the 
appearance of coins that were used in order to 
support the state (military and administration). 

➣ The appearance of markets changed the social 
and cultural life of traditional societies by 
destroying “human economies”. 

➣ In a market economy, the “exchange” moral 
system prevails over “communism” and 
“authority”. 

➣ To be enforced, a market economy needs the 
institutionalized violence procured by the state. 



● Why Markets and States are similar 

➣ The public bureaucracy and the market are 

both a way to destroy personal relationships in 

transactions. 

➣ Because they are blind and impersonal, they 

are not the product of a specific society. They 

are non-social institutions. 

➣ Private and public bureaucracies are more 

complement than substitute. They both form a 

system: the “total bureaucracy” (Graeber 2015)  



● Why Markets and States are different 

➣ Graeber 2015: A game is an “utopia of rules” 

vs. playing is creating rules / games. 

➣ Because the state is sovereign, it creates 

games (Graeber 2015). 

➣ However, the market is not a game, because 

competition does not exist in real markets. 

Capitalism is about monopoles (Graebe 2011, 

2015) – so there is no rule to follow. 

➣ But Graeber is wrong about competition… 



● Why Markets and States are different 

 

 

 

 

➣ Monopoly is not the opposite of competition: 

competition is about behavior. 



● Why Markets and States are different 

➣ Public institutions have no competitors: 

because they are sovereign, they creates 

games and rule the market. 

➣ Private institutions must follow the rules and 

“play the game” of competition. 

➣ Private and public bureaucracies, although 

similar in the way they work internally, are in 

fact very different by their nature and functions. 



● So What is Keynesian Economics? 

➣ For Graeber, the market is a tool created by 

states and used by a global bureaucratic class 

to extract profits from economic activities. 

➣ This “total bureaucracy” is a coherent system 

that rests on both private and public 

bureaucracies. 

➣ Therefore, state regulation on the market does 

not have any meaning. The only effect of 

increasing public bureaucracies is an increase 

of private bureaucracies. 



● Two conceptions of the  state 

➣ Graeber: the state is a repressive system that 

can regulate the market… for the best interests 

of a bureaucratic class. 

➣ The three pillars of the Keynesian state: 

➖ Regulation of factor production markets (labor and 

financial. 

➖ Discretionary interventions to solve economic 

crisis 

➖ Public production of social goods (education, 

social security…) 



● The Keynesian State is a Sovereign 
State 

➣ The Graeber state is ordo-liberal: it is a neutral 
and impartial referee that can only regulate 
markets without “playing” the markets. 

➣ The Keynesian state is sovereign: it is creative 
and able either to use markets in order to 
achieve social goals, to impose its rules to 
markets, or to get rid of markets and substitute 
public production. 

➣ The Keynesian state is a way to reintroduce 
social interactions into “non-social” institutions. 


